CHRISTMAS GREETINGS CAMPAIGN
For this campaign we suggest that you write a simple card or greeting
to the individual saying, for instance, that you are thinking of him/her
and/or perhaps urging them not to lose hope (or words to that effect). A
picture postcard is always welcome and cheapest to send. You can
include your name and address if you wish but do not mention ACAT or
include a religious greeting or motif (even a Christmas tree!) if so advised,
since communication from a foreign organisation can endanger the
prisoner. Several individuals featured in previous campaigns have been
released. Sadly others are still in prison and it is important not to forget
them. Changes in their circumstances are described, where known. As
usual we include a selection of human rights groups. For individual
prisoners or their families it is heartening to receive fairly regular cards of
encouragement. You should not feel obliged to respond to every appeal
case or to write to every address given for a case. Postage overseas is
expensive: a letter or card (e.g. postcard) weighing up to and including
10g costs £1.45 to Europe and the rest of the world, £1.70 for up to 20g
(rates from 1 July 2020).
GROUPS
Shiva Mahbobi is an Iranian political activist
currently residing in the UK and best known
as the spokesperson of the CAMPAIGN TO
FREE POLITICAL PRISONERS IN IRAN
(CFPPI). As a student human rights activist in
Iran she was condemned as 'an enemy of
God', arrested, tortured and imprisoned for
more than three years at the age of 16. She
continued her political activities after her
release from prison before fleeing the country, fearing arrest and
execution. She sought asylum in Turkey, where she lived for more than
two years before moving to Canada in 1994 and then to the UK in 2001.
She is also public relations officer of the International Committee Against
Stoning (ICAS), which campaigns against stoning throughout the world.

Please send a (non-religious) message to:
Shiva Mahbobi, Spokesperson
Tel: 07572356661
Email: shiva.mahbobi@gmail.com
Website: https://cfppi.org/
There is no postal address for this group. See website for online contacts.
PASO DEL NORTE A.C., MEXICO
The Paso Del Norte
Human Rights Center, in
Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua
state,
Mexico,
was
founded in 2001 by the
priest Óscar Enríquez
Pérez to address human
rights in the region. The
group began its work in a context of violence against women, executions,
corruption of public security forces and a climate of impunity. It helps
local communities stand up for their civil rights and now focuses on
torture cases and forced disappearances, providing legal advice,
psychosocial care, and training. It is harassed and threatened by the
authorities, who have raided and damaged their premises.
Please send a (religious or non-religious) message to the following. You
may mention ACAT.
Paso Del Norte Human Rights Center
Calle Independencia 32670 Ciudad Juárez
Chihuahua
Mexico
Email: contactoac@cdhpasodelnorte.org
Website: https://cdhpasodelnorte.wixsite.com/

BISHOP DONALD LIPPERT AND SR LORENA JENA, PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Together with Sr Lorena Jena, a Swiss-born
Franciscan missionary, Bishop Lippert has
conducted a long campaign against
accusations of sorcery and witchcraft in the
Southern Highlands of Papua New Guinea.
Belief in witchcraft is widespread in this area
and the poor and defenceless are often
blamed for a death. Those accused face
beatings, banishment, limb amputation,
torture and murder. On Easter Sunday three
women, accused of killing a man with a
history of asthma and kidney failure, were
severely tortured and burned; six others
were also accused. Women, children, the elderly and the disabled are
particularly at risk.
Please send a message to:
Bishop Donald Lippert, Sr Lorena Jena
C/o Catholic Diocese of Mendi
P.O. Box 69
Mendi
S.H.P. 251
Papua New Guinea
Fax: +675 549-1169
Website: www.mendidiocese.com/index.php/contact-us

INDIVIDUALS
Anoosheh Ashoori (pictured with
his wife) is a retired engineer and
dual UK-Iranian citizen who was
sentenced in 2017 to ten years in
prison for 'cooperating with a
hostile state against the Islamic
Republic', with two additional
years for allegedly obtaining
33,000 euros in 'illicit funds' which
he must pay to the state on release. After his arrest he was held in
solitary detention for six weeks, interrogated without access to a lawyer
and threatened with intimidation of his family. At his trial the judge
refused to acknowledge his retraction of a confession obtained under
torture and rejected all six lawyers he had selected, appointing a stateapproved one instead. During the summer he was denied dental and gum
care, which could mean losing half his teeth. Although his fate and that of
several others in Iran's prisons has not attracted the same publicity as
that of others, it belongs to the pattern of arbitrary detention of foreign
nationals for political purposes. In permitted phone calls to his family
Anoosheh has reported that prisoners are tortured, have died under
interrogation and have been moved to mental institutions for unknown
injections and electric shock treatment. The prison authorities' response
to Covid-19 has been chaotic. [Picture provided by family for
www.thenational.ae]
Please send a (non-religious) message to the following. Do not mention
ACAT.
Anoosheh Ashoori
Evin Detention Centre
Tehran Province
Tehran
District 2
Islamic Republic of Iran

Shagufta Kausar and
Shafqat
Emmanuel,
Pakistan, were arrested
and
convicted
of
blasphemy after allegedly
sending text messages in
June 2013 from a number
registered in Shagufta's
name. The messages were
written in English, but
Shagufta and Shafqat are illiterate and unable to write proper Urdu, let
alone English. They claimed they lost the phone in question before the
texts were sent, and that the SIM card in it was not theirs. In July 2013
local police registered a blasphemy case against the couple on the
complaint of cleric Muhammad Hussain. In April 2014 they were
sentenced to death. Their lawyer claimed that, to appease mobs led by
Islamist clerics, the police tortured Shafqat into confessing before a
magistrate that he had sent the messages. Shafqat told lawyers that the
police tortured him in front of his wife and children, and threatened to
torture his wife if he did not confess. Throughout the trial the
complainants' lawyers intimidated the judge by repeatedly proclaiming
Quranic references calling for death to blasphemers.
Shafqat is paralysed from the waist down, having fractured his spine in
an accident in 2004. He and Shagufta lived with their children in a church
compound in Gojra, Punjab Province, and she supported the family by
working as a cleaner. They are being held in different prisons about 250
km apart. Shafqat has spent months in hospital because of extremely
painful bedsores all over his body. The couple's four children (aged 10-15)
have had to be moved to another area following huge protests over the
incident. Appeal hearings have been repeatedly postponed, most recently
to 22 October. [Last featured in Easter Campaign 2019]
Please send a non-religious (picture) card with a simple greeting in
English. Do not mention ACAT.

Shafqat Emmanuel
District Gaol
Faisalbad
Pakistan

Shagufta Kausar
District Gaol
Multan
Pakistan

Co-founder of the Tianwang Center
for Missing Persons (later renamed
the Tianwang Human Rights Center),
Huang Qi has documented human
rights violations in China, reporting
them on a Hong-Kong-based website.
They include deaths in police custody
and the kidnapping and sexual
trafficking of girls. He also published
accounts by participants of the
protests in Tiananmen Square (1989)
and assisted parents complaining
about infrastructure failures that contributed to the collapse of schools in
Sichuan Province during an earthquake (2008). Repeatedly detained and
imprisoned in labour camps 2000-2005 and 2009-2011, he was most
recently arrested in November 2016 and has not been seen since. In
prison he has reportedly been tortured and ill-treated by police officers
and beaten by other detainees. Denied access to a lawyer and refused
medical treatment in order to force a confession, he has always refused
to plead guilty. Qi's relatives fear that he will not survive his conditions of
detention. He underwent a secret trial in Mianyang in January 2019 for
'providing state secrets overseas'. Other human rights workers targeted
by the authorities include Liu Fieyue (sentenced to five years in prison in
January 2019) and Zhen Janghau (two years in December 2018).
You can write a (non-religious) message (do not mention ACAT) to the
family of Huang Qi at the following address. Messages will be scanned
and passed on to his family:

Huang Qi
C/o ACAT-Switzerland - 'Huang Qi Action' Speichergasse 29 - PO Box 3001 Bern
Switzerland
Salman Al-Awdah (or al-Ouda), is
a political reformist who was
imprisoned in 2017, shortly after
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman launched a crackdown on
dissent. He was detained in
solitary confinement for five
months, shackled and handcuffed
in a cell, deprived of sleep,
without medical support and
questioned day and night. On leaving he had to be hospitalized. A popular
religious preacher in Saudi Arabia (more than 13 million subscribed to his
Twitter account) he is a prominent member of the Sahwa ('Awakening')
Islamist movement, which opposed the presence of US troops in Saudi
Arabia following Iraq's invasion of Kuwait. Although the movement
campaigns peacefully, the ruling Al Saud family regards most Islamist
groups as the biggest threat to its rule. In 2011 Al-Awdah called for
elections and separation of powers, demands considered dangerous
provocations in the kingdom. He is also reported to have been charged
with establishing an organisation in Kuwait to defend the Prophet
Mohammed (PBUH), and being a member of the European Council for
Fatwa and Research and the International Union of Muslim Scholars. At
one stage he faced 37 charges (probably including 'spreading discord and
incitement against the ruler'), with the prosecutor demanding the death
penalty (September 2018). Hearings have been repeatedly postponed.
Please write a (non-religious) message to Salman's son, Abdullah AlAwdah, in English expressing your concern and support at the following
address (you may mention ACAT).
Abdullah Alaoudh Center for Muslim-Christian Understanding

Bunn Intercultural Center (Suite ICC)
260 37th and O Street, N.W.,
Washington DC 20057
USA

María Márquez de Favelaaría,
one of a group of relatives of
the 'disappeared' in Mexico, is
still struggling to find her
missing
son,
who
was
kidnapped by police in the city
of Ciudad Juárez in October
2012. In her own words: Six
years ago, state agents forcibly
returned to my home, broke the
padlocks, windows, and kidnapped my son and one of his friends who was
there. To date, we have no idea where they are. ... We have no help, the
authorities do not want to investigate. It has been proven that they were
abducted by police, that's why they do not want to advance our case. So
we managed on our own to look for our son everywhere. ... We agree to
look for our missing, we look in the streets, in neighbourhoods, in the
surrounding hills, in other cities, we seek our children with shovels, rakes,
we also go to psychiatric institutions; we search everywhere, we look in
the wells, up to 50 metres deep, if we find remains, because we seek them
alive, but also without life. They are regularly monitored and intimidated
by state agents. Over 40,000 people are considered victims of enforced
disappearances in Mexico and more than 26,000 unidentified bodies are
still in morgues. In 2019 ACAT-France awarded María the Engel-du Tertre
Prize for Human Rights. [Picture: https://www.tellerreport.com/news]

Please send a greeting (religious or non-religious but do not mention
ACAT) to the following:
Centro de Derechos Humanos Paso del Norte for María Márquez de
Favela
C. Independencia No. 7073

Collar. Lino Vargas
C.P. 32663, Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua
Mexico
Germain Rukuki has been in prison in
Burundi since July 2017/18, when he was
sentenced to 32 years in prison following
a trial marred by numerous irregularities.
Without any material proof being
presented and on the basis of false
accusations, he was condemned for
membership of an
'insurrectional
movement', 'undermining the internal
security of the State', 'rebellion',
'assassination of servicemen, police and
civilians', 'degradation of public and private buildings', and 'the will to
change the democratically elected regime'. The proceedings were held in
camera. When sentence was pronounced neither Germain nor his lawyers
were present. His 'crime' was membership of ACAT-Burundi, which, like
almost all Burundian human rights NGOs, has been banned since 2015.
Their members are silenced by prison, exile or death. In November 2018
the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights urged the Burundi
authorities to 'release all arbitrarily detained persons, including human
rights defenders'. He has featured in regular ACAT appeals since the
newsletter for June–August 2018.
Please send a greeting (religious or non-religious but do not mention
ACAT) to the following:
Germain Rukuki
Ngozi Prison
Ngozi Province
Burundi BY19
[The postal route is very uncertain but we would appreciate members
trying.]

Arrested without warrant by
soldiers and after over 14
postponements of hearings,
radio journalist Mancho
Bibixy was sentenced in May
2018 by a military court in
Cameroon to 15 years in
prison and a huge fine for
'acts of terrorism, secession,
propagation
of
false
information,
revolution,
insurrection, contempt of public bodies and officials and hostility against
the fatherland'. He was considered a leader of a peaceful demonstration
against the marginalization of the English-speaking minority. The
authorities' response in the conflict has been very violent, including the
use of live ammunition against protesters, mass arrests, torture,
humiliation and intimidation. In 2019, after organizing, with four other
human rights detainees, a protest against their ill-treatment, he was
moved temporarily to a military camp where he was again tortured. His
sentence was extended for another three years. In poor health owing to
bad and overcrowded prison conditions, he can communicate with his
family only with the authorization of the prosecutor and by paying fees.
According to recent reports (May 2020) his health has seriously
deteriorated and at least one fellow prisoner has tested positive for
coronavirus. [First featured in our Christmas Greetings Campaign 2019]
Please send a greeting (religious or non-religious, and you can mention
ACAT) to:
Mr Mancho Bibixy
Yaoundé Central Prison
1000 Yaoundé
Cameroon

A non-violent campaigner for peace and democracy in Rwanda,
Déogratias Mushayikdi has been imprisoned for many years and his

situation nearly forgotten. A Tutsi, he lost his
family during the 1994 genocide. During and
after the armed rebellion in which Paul
Kagame – current president of the Republic –
was one of the leaders, he occupied a senior
position in the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF)
but left after discovering that it was
committing extra-judicial killings with
impunity. He began a career as a journalist,
criticising the abuses of the Front. In 2000,
following threats, he fled to Belgium, where he mobilized both Hutus and
Tutsis with a view to bringing about peaceful political change in a united
Rwanda. He also met representatives from the African continent.
In March 2010 he was arrested in Tanzania with an expired visa on a
fake Burundian passport (which he used to avoid detection), and taken to
Rwanda, where he was given a life sentence after an unfair trial. The
Supreme Court upheld the sentence. With no family in Rwanda he
receives few visits and has been largely forgotten by the international
community.
In 2017 the US State Department documented various human rights
problems in Rwanda, including government harassment, arrest, and
abuse of political opponents, human rights advocates, and individuals
perceived to pose a threat to government control. Other issues include
arbitrary or unlawful killings, torture and harsh conditions in prisons and
detention centres and prolonged pre-trial detention. [First featured in
ACAT newsletter Sept-Nov 2020]

Please send a greeting (either religious or non-religious) to him via the
following address. You can mention ACAT.
ACAT-France – Rwanda
Action Déogratias Mushayidi
7, rue Georges Lardennois
75019 Paris

France
Khalid Pirzadeh is an
Iranian political prisoner
who has been beaten by
security agents to the
point of needing to use a
wheelchair. Also following
such beatings he suffered
loss of bladder control.
According to his lawyer he
was beaten again most recently in September for complaining about a
plan to transfer him to another part of the prison. A guard reportedly
struck his knee, which had not yet fully recovered from recent surgery
(which he was forced to pay for himself) to repair damage from a
previous beating. Pirzadeh was arrested in early 2019, accused of writing
anti-government slogans. After a trial in which he had no access to a
lawyer, he was sentenced in May 2019 to five years in prison on charges
of ‘assembly and collusion against national security’ and insulting Iranian
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. Political prisoners are often
beaten and their lawyers intimidated by the authorities. [Source: Michael
Lipin, Ramin Haghjoo, https://iranhumanrights.org/]

Please send a non-religious greeting (do not mention ACAT) to:
Khalid Pirzadeh
Greater Tehran Penitentiary
Tehran Province
Islamic Republic of Iran

Iranian labour union leader Jafar
Azimzadeh was jailed for five years in
November 2015 for 'assembly and
collusion against national security' and
'organizing and operating an illegal
group'. He was released in 2016 after a
two-month
hunger
strike,
which
attracted international attention and left
him with heart, lung, eye, and intestinal
problems. Re-arrested in 2019, his
original sentence was extended for one year in August 2020, this time for
spreading anti-government propaganda from inside the prison. He was
also sentenced to 30 lashes for being absent from prison, despite having
been given temporary leave by the prison officials (it is unclear whether
this has been carried out).
Azimzadeh is a leading member of the Free Union of Iranian Workers, a
group formed in 2006 without government approval which advocates
higher wages for workers. He has highlighted the lack of medical
treatment for sick prisoners in Iran and criticised the sentencing of
workers demanding unpaid wages at Iran's Haft-Tapeh Sugar Cane
Company. Assaults on him by other prisoners have not been investigated.
Such assaults are often encouraged by the authorities to avoid
responsibility for deaths in prison.
After recently contracting Covid-19 this year he was suddenly
transferred from Evin to Rajai Shahr Prison — notorious for torture, rape
and ill-treatment — under the pretext of moving him to a hospital. Again
on hunger strike (at the time of writing) his life is in grave danger. His wife
has also been threatened if she continues to speak with the media about
her husband's situation.
[Source: Michael Lipin, Ramin Haghjoo, www.voanews.com/middleeast/voa-news-iran, and Observatory]

Please send a (non-religious) greeting to the following (do not mention
ACAT):
Jafar Azimzadeh
Rajai Shahr Prison
Alborz Province
Karaj
Gohardasht
Moazzen Blvd
Islamic Republic of Iran
On 18 January 2012 three brothers, Juan
Antonio, Jesús Iván and Luis Adrián (then a
minor) Figueroa Gómez, were arrested
without warrant by police from the
Chihuahua Public Ministry, Mexico. They
were held incommunicado, tortured and
presented to the media as members of a
racketeering gang. The younger brother was
finally released in August 2013, the other
two in June 2014. All three were tortured,
but complaints against the police have not been followed up. The
brothers and their families are constantly threatened and intimidated to
force them to drop their complaints.
Since 2006 successive governments in Mexico have waged a 'war on
organized crime' that has added massive human rights violations to the
violence of cartels and other criminal gangs. The most vulnerable people
— those from poor neighbourhoods, women, natives and migrants — are
exposed to murder, torture, arbitrary arrests, disappearances and
extrajudicial executions. The authorities, often corrupt, rarely conduct
serious investigations and the impunity rate is around 98%. Even the
Victims Unit of the Public Prosecutor's Office and the Chihuahua Human
Rights Commission are alleged to have blackmailed the brothers' family,
who, if they want to obtain safe accommodation in another city, must
cease supporting the Paso Del Norte Human Rights Center, which is
campaigning for justice for the brothers.

Please send a greeting (preferably in Spanish but otherwise a simple one
in English). You may mention ACAT. Below is a suggested message (or
use your own English words):
Mis pensamientos están con ustedes.
[My thoughts are with you.]
Que sean fuertes, valientes y perseverantes en esta prueba.
[May you be strong and courageous in this trial.]
Please send the message to:
Para los hermanos Figueroa Gómez C.
Centro de Derechos Humanos Paso del Norte, Independencia No. 7073
Col. Lino Vargas CP 32663, Ciudad Juárez,
Chihuahua MEXICO
Bertrand Zibi Abeghe caused an
uproar in Gabon in July 2016 when
he resigned as an MP of the ruling
Gabonese Democratic Party (PDG)
during a public rally attended by
President Ali Bongo Ondimba, who
was re-elected a month later in a
questionable electoral process.
Bertrand was later arrested and
held incommunicado for four
months, before being transferred
to the central prison in Libreville. In
September 2017, after eight months of pre-trial detention, he was
charged with 'illegal possession of a firearm', 'non-assistance to a person
in danger' and ‘crimes against public peace'. He was repeatedly beaten,
shackled, hooded, and placed in solitary confinement. His lawyers found
him haggard, walking with difficulty, and his body covered with
bruises. He told them that he had not eaten or drunk for three days. A
complaint of torture was summarily dismissed. On various occasions he
was denied food and water for several days in a row, and endured solitary
confinement in a cell without light and only a few ventilation holes during

extremely high temperatures. In July 2019 he was tried and sentenced to
six years in prison. An appeal hearing has been postponed indefinitely.
Please send a (religious or non-religious) greeting (you can mention
ACAT) to the following:
Bertrand Zibi Abeghe
C/o Libreville Central Prison
BP 2110, Libreville
Gabon
58-year-old David A. Sneed has
been on death row in Ohio, USA,
for 34 years. A first execution date
was scheduled for 1 August 2018
but postponed to 9 December
2020. On 5 June the execution was
again postponed until 19 April
2023, because the state is unable to
obtain the necessary supplies of
drugs for lethal injection. The more
than 140 convicts on Ohio’s death
row
are
kept
in
solitary
confinement for a minimum of 20 hours a day, often longer. They have
access to fresh air for one hour a day, only five times a week, and are
allowed only two four-hour visits, without physical contact, per fortnight.
The prison is old, dirty, and very dilapidated. As a result many convicts fall
ill. Some have found dead rats, and the water is unfit for consumption.
David Sneed suffers from a mental illness and has cognitive impairment
bordering on intellectual disability. He has been diagnosed with 'severe
manic bipolar disorder and schizoaffective disorder involving
hallucinations and delusions', and his IQ is well below average. At his trial
two psychiatrists found that his mental condition prevented him from
understanding the criminality of his actions. As a child he also
experienced severe neglect and physical and sexual abuse. Although it is
illegal to execute a person with intellectual disability or mental illness in

the USA, the use of psychotropic drugs he is now taking allows authorities
to disregard these issues.
Please send a (religious or non-religious) greeting (you can mention
ACAT) to the following:
David A. Sneed A192040
Chillicothe Correctional Institution
P. O. Box 5500
Chillicothe OH 45601
USA

In Pakistan, Asif Pervaiz, aged 37, was arrested in 2013 and accused of
sending offensive texts about Islam, the Quran and
Islam's Prophet Muhammad on a mobile phone.
According to the defence, the charge was an act of
revenge by Muhammad Saeed Khokhar, Asif's
supervisor at a hosiery manufacturing business. In his
defence Asif said the accusations were made after he
decided to quit his job because he had rejected
Khokhar's efforts to convert him to Islam. The Lahore
court ruled that even though there was no evidence of
personal implication, he had not offered sufficient
evidence of innocence. He was eventually sentenced to
death in 2020.
Please send a (non-religious) greeting to the following. Do not mention
ACAT:
Asif Pervaiz
Lahore District Jail
Ferozepur Road
Shadman 1
Lahore
Punjab 54000
Pakistan

In November/December 2019 five young Congolese civil society activists
— Celeste Nlemvo Makela, Parfait Mabiala, Franck Donald
Saboukoulou, Guil Ossebi and
Meldry Dissavoulou — were
arrested and detained in Brazzaville
for 'undermining
the
internal
security of the State', a vague
accusation regularly used to jail
dissidents. Although the examining
magistrate ordered their provisional
release in March 2020, all but
Celeste Nlemvo Makela, who was
freed in June, remain in detention.
They are accused of communicating
on social networks messages of electoral support for Andrea Ngombet, an
opponent of the regime of President Denis Sassou Nguesso, who is
seeking re-election in 2021. ACAT-France has led the campaign for the
men’s ele se. A major concern is the conditions of their detention in a
country where the use of torture and ill-treatment is common, especially
against critics of the regime.
Note: For further information see:
https://www.acatfrance.fr/actualite/detention-arbitraire-de-cinq-jeunesactivistes-congolais–
Please send the above a (religious or non-religious) greeting (you can
mention ACAT) to:
ACAT-France (Action CONGO)
Parfait Mabiala, Franck Donald Saboukoulou, Guil Ossebi and Meldry
Dissavoulou
7, rue Georges Lardennois
75019 Paris
Or you can write to them directly at:
Maison d'arrêt de Brazzaville
Avenue du Chaillu
Brazzaville, Democratic Republic of Congo

Samar Badawi (pictured below) was targeted in 2018 in a wave of arrests
directed at women's rights activists in Saudi Arabia.
Between 2011 and 2017 Saudi courts had
convicted at least 25 prominent activists and
dissidents, sentencing them to long prison
sentences under catch-all 'crimes' such as
'breaking allegiance with the ruler', 'sowing
discord', 'inciting public opinion', 'setting up an
unlicensed organization', and vague provisions
from the 2007 cybercrime law. In 2017 a new
regime under Crown Prince Mohammed Ben
Salman (aka MBS) detained dozens of dissidents,
including clerics, intellectuals and activists.
Held in Dhahban prison near Jeddah, Samar was tried and charged
under the cybercrime law and faces up to 20 years in prison. She receives
visits from relatives but is denied contact with a lawyer to organize her
defence. She has reportedly suffered physical and sexual violence during
interrogation. Repeatedly interrogated
by the Saudi authorities, she was
subjected to a travel ban in 2014,
arrested in 2016, and imprisoned for
seven months in 2010 after accusing
her father of abusing his guardianship
when she decided to leave home; she
was released under international
pressure. She then lobbied for the right of women to drive and the right
to vote. She has also campaigned for the release of her brother Raïf
Badawi (pictured above), also a human rights activist, and of her
husband and lawyer Waleed Abulkhair (pictured below).
Raif Badawi was sentenced to ten years in prison, a huge fine and
1,000 lashes for criticising the regime and setting up a website for social
and political debate (2010). Following an international uproar after
suffering 50 lashes in public, he was never flogged again but remains in
Dhahban Prison, near Jeddah. His wife and three children live in Canada.

Waleed Abulkhair was sentenced in 2014 to 15 years in prison, with
five years suspended, and awarded a large fine and a 15-year travel ban
on release for 'insulting the kingdom' and
criticising harsh and unjust sentences for
dissidents. During his imprisonment he
has been subjected to sleep deprivation
and solitary confinement while being
denied access to his lawyer and family. He
has also staged a short hunger strike.
[Pictures: www.dw.com, US Department
of State, EnglishPen]
Please send a (non-religious) greeting to each of the above (do not
mention ACAT):
(Name)
C/o ALQST For Human Rights Ltd
Unit 24.7, Coda Studios,
Samar Badawi Operation
189 Munster Road, Fulham
London SW6 6AW
United Kingdom
Or to:
(Name)
Dhahban Central Prison,
Al Riyadh
Dhahban 23851
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Dr Kylie Moore-Gilbert is a
33-year-old
AustralianBritish
academic
and
lecturer in Islamic Studies
at Melbourne University
who in August 2018 was
arrested and detained in
Iran after attending a
course and conference in
Qom and planning to conduct 'personal research interviews'. In a closed
court hearing, without independent legal representation or evidence, she
was sentenced to ten years imprisonment for espionage. Held partly in
solitary confinement, she has been on several hunger strikes and is
reported to have refused an offer of release in exchange for acting as a
spy. Her mental and physical health has markedly deteriorated since
August 2020 after being moved from Evin prison to the desert prison at
Qarchak, which is notorious as 'one of the most dangerous and worst
prisons in Iran due to its inhumane medical and psychological conditions'.
Inmates are subject to torture, rape, beatings and solitary confinement.
They have a living space of 20 sq cms in open halls. Rations have been cut
to a quarter of pre-pandemic levels, the prison's sewerage system
regularly overflows, and drinking water is often contaminated and
frequently cuts out. Every day the grounds are filled with a stench that
draws in swarms of insects. Prisoners must buy bottled water from the
prison store at a steep mark-up. Australian embassy officials who have
visited her do claim, on the other hand, that she 'is well and has access to
food, medical facilities and books’.
Suggested non-religious greeting (do not mention ACAT):
Dear Kylie/Dr Moore-Gilbert,
I/we send greetings to you at this time. We are remembering you and
petitioning for you both to authorities and in our thoughts. May you be
free to be with family and friends soon.
With love

Send your greeting to:
Dr Kylie Moore-Gilbert
Qarchak Women's Prison
Varamin
Talebabad
Tehran Province
Islamic Republic of Iran

Hope in a Prison of Despair, by Evelyn de Morgan (1887)

